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A. Answer the following questions.					

Roll No:

.....................

(3 x 2 = 6)

1. What are climbers ? Give two examples.

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

2. What are trees ?
3. Where do the wild animals live ?
B. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box.			
		
nests

tease

Parrots

(4 x 1 = 4)

communicate

1. ____________ can copy us talking.
2. Birds make ______________ to lay eggs and raise their young ones.
3. Animals make sounds to _________________.
4. We should not ____________ the animals.
C. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.			

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Plants are of different shapes and sizes.
2. The life of a banyan tree is one season.
3. Wild animals live with us like family members.
4. A dog is kept in a kennel.
D. Encircle the odd ones from the groups given below.		

(3 x 1 = 3)

1. mango, banana, pine, gulmohar
2. banana, grass, mustard, cotton
3. mehandi, cotton, grass, hibiscus
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E. Rearrange the letters in the bracket to form correct words.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Wild animals live here. _______________________ 		

( GUJNEL)

2. Fish live in it. _______________________ 		

( AERTW)

3. Horses are kept here. ________________________		

(TSBLAE)

4. Animals that guard our homes. ________________		

(OGSD)

F. Match the following.					
						

(i)

						

(ii) Shrub

						

(iii) Herb

						

(iv) Climber

(4 x 1 = 4)

Tree

HHHH
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